Why it would be foolish, if you don’t prepare for GATE
Go through this single page article to understand

There are many career opportunities (as listed below) that the student will completely miss, if he / she
is not preparing for GATE. With a successful attempt in GATE, an aspirant can choose the most suitable option
from wide range of roads to travel to his final career destination:


M.Tech - Candidates on qualifying GATE, get a financial aid of Rs. 12400/- per month in the form of
UGC scholarship. After the completion of course students get lucrative campus placements in National
and International, private or public companies.



PGDM / PGDIE - Students interested in management can swing in the management line by pursuing a
PG Diploma of 2 years in Industrial Engineering. NITIE Mumbai offers the best campus placement after
the completion of this course.



Several reputed PSUs and Research organizations recruit on basis of GATE Score. i.e. IOCL, NTPC,
BHEL, SAIL, GAIL, ONGC, PGCIL, BARC etc.



Junior Research Fellow: ISRO, DRDO, BARC, CSIR, IIT’s etc.



Senior Research Fellow: ISRO, DRDO, BARC, CSIR, IITs etc.



Junior Research Associates / Senior Project Associates.



Scientists “C” grade jobs



Career in Research & Development.



Many Renowned Private Companies shortlist candidates for personal interview based on the GATE
score.



A good number of universities abroad also select the candidates on the basis of the GATE score for
their M.S or PhD programmes.



Teaching: Professor, Asst. Professor at IIT’s, NIT’s, reputed educational institutes etc.



PhD. - Candidates with keen interest in Research and Development can also opt for PhD from IIT’s /
NIT’s and various other reputed institutions.

Apart from above, one of the most important benefit student achieves, when he attends GATE lectures is,
his concept clarity improves to the extreme level. He / she becomes far more superior than those engineering
students, who never prepared for GATE.
Note:
If you never thought about giving GATE until now, then it’s a high time that you consider it before it’s too
late. Earlier you start, easier it gets. And don’t worry; it’s not at all difficult to crack it. It just requires a correct
approach. And we are there to guide you through.
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Advantages of working at a Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) over Private Jobs in India:


PSU’s offer lucrative pay package (starting salaries), often higher than equivalent private sector
positions. In addition to the salary, there are many other monetary benefits of working at a PSU, such
as free medical insurance, retirement benefits, easy to get loans, performance-based incentives etc.



The biggest advantage of working at a PSU is the tremendous job security that a Government Job
offers. In an unstable economic environment, it is an invaluable asset to know that it is highly unlikely
that you will lose your job, even if the economy goes through a difficult phase.



Working at a PSU also provides employees with great growth opportunities. As compared to the
private sector, the path of getting a promotion or an increment in Public Sector Undertakings is more
transparent and reliable. It is assured that if you work hard and meet targets, you will grow as a
professional within the ranks of the company due to regular promotions and increments.
So plan your career wisely.

Regards;
PropulsiveGATE
Academy in Mumbai
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